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SUMMARY  

The aim of this thesis was to test the clinical application of image 

fusion involving US. 

The first study describes the accuracies of different methods 

of co-registration in a phantom. The accuracy improved if co-

registration was made from points or planes close to the area 

examined. 

The second study describes the accuracy of image-guided in-

tervention on structures invisible to US but visible to CT or MRI. 

We measured a rate of success of biopsies in a phantom and 

found a rate of success, similar to that of conventional US-guided 

biopsy. 

In the third study, we found that the number of identifiable 

lesions by US increased by using the fusion-guided US, and the 

method was helpful as guidance for contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) 

as it enabled us to focus on a specific area. 

In the fourth study we computed a program to fuse a 3D-US 

dataset with a PET/CT examination. 

We have presented some of the first results on accuracy of 

real-time image fusion involving US and of the application of the 

method to patients with liver lesions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Medical image fusion between different cross-sectional modali-

ties is widely used, mostly where functional images as Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET) or Single Photon Emission Computed 

Tomography (SPECT) are fused with the anatomical data of Com-

puted Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). 

PET/CT has gained widespread use and the two modalities are 

today incorporated in one system.  

The advantages of including ultrasonography (US) in image 

fusion are the possible higher resolution for high frequency 

probes, the real-time images and the ease of imaging-guided 

biopsies or other interventional procedures. 

Different mathematical algorithms have been described to in-

clude real-time or previously recorded sonograms in image fu-

sion, and different anatomical regions have been studied, e.g., 

the liver, the prostate and the brain [1-4]. 

Commercial US systems are now available displaying a previ-

ously recorded CT or MRI examination and real-time sonograms 

simultaneously. The images are shown on split-screen with the 

possibility of overlaying the images into one single image. The 

real-time fusion is made possible by means of a magnetic tracking 

device and specially designed software, which register the scan 

plane of the US transducer [5,6]. 

The MRI or CT images are reformatted to fit the live sono-

grams according to an initial co-registration. Well-defined ana-

tomical planes or points from the images may be used for the co-

registration. Few studies have dealt with the accuracy of these 

commercial systems and their use in humans. 
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The present PhD-thesis deals with: 

The accuracy of different methods of co-registration between US 

and MRI in a phantom using a prototype US system with incorpo-

rated software real-time image fusion. 

The rate of success of sonographically guided biopsies of 

structures invisible to US but visible to CT or MRI in a phantom 

using a prototype system and a commercially available system for 

real-time image fusion. 

The delineation of liver lesions in patients where malignancy 

is suspected and the lesions are considered difficult to visualize by 

US judging from a previously recorded CT or MRI. The delineation 

by B-mode, fusion-guided US and contrast-enhanced ultrasono-

graphy (CEUS) are compared. 

The thesis also gives an example of off-line co-registration of 

static anal endosonograms with PET/CT images.  

BACKGROUND 

History and physics of Medical Ultrasonography  

The interest for the medical use of US developed in the 1950’s 

after US had been used for detection of cracks in metal in air-

crafts during World War II [7]. In the 1950’s, two-dimensional 

imaging was possible with static images and in the 1970’s real-

time scanning and grey-scale display was widely accepted [7]. 

Since then, the technique has developed into scanners with high 

frame rates, high spatial resolution and the possibility of using 

contrast agents. 

In physics, the term ultrasound refers to frequencies above 

human hearing, which means above 20 000 Hertz. However, most 

commercial medical ultrasound systems work at frequencies 

between 2-18 MHz. The choice of frequency is a trade-off be-

tween spatial resolution and imaging depth: lower frequencies 

have a higher imaging depth but lower spatial resolution [7,8]. 

A sound wave is typically produced by means of a piezoelec-

tric crystal, which acts both as a transmitter and a receiver. The 

crystal is deformed by electrical energy, which generates an elec-

tric potential at the desired frequency. This sound wave propa-

gates through the tissues. The tissues absorb a part of the energy, 

and the rest is partly reflected when there is a change in acoustic 

impedance of the tissues. Large differences in impedance result in 

high-amplitude reflections. The reflected echoes are collected by 

the transducer where the mechanical energy is transformed to 

electric pulses and a greyscale image is constructed [7-9]. The 

absorption of energy in the tissues is called attenuation. Attenua-

tion is measured in dB and depends on both the frequency and 

the distance the sound travels. When creating the images, the 

ultrasound scanner assumes a constant sound velocity in tissue of 

1540 m/s.  

US has the advantage of real-time images, lack of radiation 

and the ability to visualize anatomy in several planes and from 

different angles. 

In order to visualize vascular structures and tissue with differ-

ent vascularity, contrast enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) may 

be used. CEUS is based on microbubbles of a specific gas encapsu-

lated in various types of shells, with diameter sizes between 1 and 

7 μm [7,10-12]. In 2009, SonoVue is the most commonly used 

contrast agent in Europe and European guidelines for the use of it 

exist [10-15]. Most systems have specific visualization modes for 

the images of the contrast-enhanced sonograms [7,10-12].  

Image fusion involving US 

To co-register the images from different imaging modalities, one 

has to bring the images into spatial alignment, by means of ex-

trinsic or intrinsic markers. Extrinsic markers, known as fiducials in 

the literature, are placed on the patient to be easily identifiable 

on the images from all imaging modalities involved. They are easy 

to use as they are clearly visible, but they have to be placed be-

fore the examination and they are often of an invasive character. 

Non-invasive markers, glued to the skin, are often less accurate 

[4]. Intrinsic markers are structures (usually anatomical struc-

tures) within the patient that can be used as landmarks. The 

drawback of intrinsic markers is that the landmarks have to be 

identified by the user, which makes it user dependent. 

 

 

Figure 1  
Magnetic tracking system set-up. The magnet (black horizontal arrow) is placed 

beside the phantom (black vertical arrow). The magnetic sensor (white horizontal 

arrow) is attached to the transducer. 

 

 

When identical anatomical structures are marked, a trans-

formation can be performed.  Several transformations are avail-

able but the most popular in clinical use is based on a rigid-model, 

assuming that no movements occur within the area of co-

registration. It is most commonly used because it is simple and 

easy to use [4].  

Real-time image fusion involving US works by means of a 

magnetic positioning system, including a magnet placed beside 

the phantom/patient and a magnetic sensor attached to the 

transducer and software in the scanner (Fig. 1). This magnetic 

positioning system enables the system to register the US scan 

plane and hereby reformat the CT or MRI to that plane. The im-

ages are shown on split screen in real-time with the possibility of 

overlaying the images (Fig. 2). Variable intensity of the images 

overlaid from two modalities will create a more or less transpar-

ent summated fusion image. 
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Figure 2  
Example of co-registered images. Sonogram to the left – corresponding CT image to 

the right. White horizontal arrow indicates a liver lesion. Note that the scaling of the 

images differs. 

 

 

Off-line fusion refers to previously recorded images from two 

different data-sets that are co-registered after both data-sets 

have been obtained, thus not in real-time. 

When the studies involved in this thesis were planned in the 

spring 2006, no papers involving the real-time technique for liver 

application were available. But image fusion had been used in 

other anatomical areas as described below. 

Endosonography of the prostate and image fusion 

Transrectal ultrasonography (TRUS) is used for imaging the pros-

tate gland. In this area, off-line image-fusion between TRUS and 

CT or MRI has been used for planning of brachytherapy and also 

for biopsy-guidance, as focal lesions and brachytherapy seeds are 

better visualized on MRI images. MRI is a more expensive imaging 

modality and real-time imaging is not widely available [16-19]. 

Holupka et al. described a real-time ultrasound imaging and 

targeting system for the treatment of prostate cancer, tested in 

13 patients [17]. The patients were scanned with TRUS, then an x-

ray was obtained and afterwards a CT-scan with the probe in situ, 

in order to assess the three-dimensional shape of the prostate. 

The x-ray image was fused with the TRUS images by using a two-

point matching technique and the accuracy of the method was 2 

mm. 

In a study evaluating prostate seed implants, the CT examina-

tion was made with the TRUS transducer in situ in order to co-

register the images by means of the transducer. The registration 

error was less than 1 mm and the co-registered images offered 

both optimal prostate and seed visibility [19].  

Another group tested a system for dynamic dosimetry feed-

back based on CT-US fusion. They showed a median discrepancy 

between the images of 0-4 mm and the method improved the 

position and dose loading of the brachytherapy needles [16].  

A TRUS/MRI image fusion was made by Reynier et al. who 

made the co-registration based on a stepper that gave a constant 

inter-slice distance of the TRUS images. The volume estimates of 

the prostate by TRUS compared with MRI showed that TRUS 

underestimated prostate volume leading to an overestimated 

brachytherapy dose [18]. Kaplan et al. successfully used real-time 

fusion for image-guided biopsies in patients with rising prostate 

specific antigen (PSA). However, the method was only tested in 

two patients [20]. 

These promising results from prostate imaging led us to the 

thought that image fusion between anal endosonograms with the 

brachytherapy needles in-situ and the CT examination would help 

in the planning of radiation therapy for anal cancer by making the 

treatment more precise and focus it on the tumour. 

Endosonography of the anorectum 

Endosonography of the rectal wall was first described in the 

1950’s by Wild and Reid [21]. Due to technical limitations, the 

technique was not introduced into clinical practice for rectal 

cancer until the 1980’s [22]. Usually a high frequency probe of at 

least 7 MHz, offering sectional views, is used for the examination 

in order to obtain detailed images of the anal sphincters [23,24].  

Anal endosonography is widely used to delineate anal fistulas, 

visualize deep abscesses and for the preoperative staging of anal 

or rectal carcinomas [24-27]. Both 2D and 3D endosonography 

can be used; however, 3D endosonography has been shown to 

have a significantly better interobserver and intraobserver 

agreement than 2D endosonography concerning detection of 

recurrent anal cancer [28]. 

3D anal endosonography is also used as needle guidance for 

interstitial brachytherapy seeds, where it optimizes the implant 

procedure and offers better information for the dose planning 

[29]. 

Anal endosonography is used in the primary staging of anal 

cancer at our institution in combination with digital rectal exami-

nation and anoscopy by a surgeon and an oncologist specialized 

in radiation therapy. It has been shown to improve the diagnostic 

accuracy and is recommended in the latest guidelines from the 

National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) [30]. PET/CT is 

also used in staging and for the planning of external radiation 

therapy. All patients initially receive external radiation therapy. 

Different approaches towards interstitial brachytherapy exist 

worldwide. At our institution, all patients whose tumour is cover-

ing less than half of the circumference are offered interstitial low-

dose rate brachytherapy given by a PDR microSelectron (Nucle-

tron)[31]. The size limit is based on the need for preserving the 

sphincteric functions. 

Currently, the radiologist performing the endosonography re-

ports the size of the tumour and the depth of the seeds directly to 

a physicist, who performs a 3D dose planning based on a CT scan 

with the applicators in-situ in a BrachyVision (Varian) dose plan-

ning system. 

Image fusion involving the liver  

When we planned our studies, two different commercially sys-

tems from Hitachi and Esaote were available. However, none of 

them were evaluated clinically. 

Image fusion involving US used on imaging of the liver was 

only described in two papers when we planned our studies 

[32,33]. A method for off-line registration of few US image slices 

to MRI had been developed, in order to improve the guidance for 

percutaneous radiofrequency ablation. The method was tested in 

five volunteers and showed accuracies between 2.3 and 5.5 mm 

[33].  

The other method for image fusion was based on co-

registration from vessels in a phantom, and was evaluated in the 

forearm and in the liver. Co-registration errors depended on the 
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region studied and in liver ranged between 2-4 mm. This method 

was also based on off-line registration [32]. 

Both studies concluded that the fusion of MRI with US was 

useful for liver biopsy or treatment of liver lesions. 

Image fusion involving vessels, heart and lungs 

Image fusion has also been applied to other anatomical areas. 

One of these is as off-line image fusion between x-ray angiogra-

phy and intravascular US (IVUS), where it has been used to de-

scribe plaque morphology in relation to vessel size and curvature 

in coronary arteries in several studies [34-39]. A system was 

developed and tested in phantoms, in a porcine model and in 

humans [36,39]. Plaques seemed to form at the inner vessel 

walls, where the shear stress is lower. Cothren et al. developed a 

method for reconstructing normal and diseased coronary arteries 

from IVUS and bi-plane angiography and successfully tested it 

both in pigs, and human vessels [34]. They believed the method 

would be useful in evaluating plaque morphology and assess the 

impact of pharmacological treatment.  

Co-registration of MR angiography with 3D-US of the carotid 

bifurcation was examined in order to gain better knowledge of 

this area, because each imaging modality has its limitations re-

garding plaque morphology [40]. The method was successful with 

a high accuracy. 

To determine the spatial movements of organs by respiration, 

a system was developed for co-registration of US and CT in order 

to compensate for these movements in radiation therapy [41]. 

The system was evaluated in a phantom and had a spatial accu-

racy of 2 mm, in some cases 1 mm.  

It seems cardiovascular and pulmonary studies with image fu-

sion of US are still in their early, less well-validated phase because 

the studies are small and mainly focused on the technical part of 

co-registering the images [34-39]. Few studies have dealt with 

fusion of IVUS and angiography and the clinical indication and the 

benefit of adding IVUS are not yet established.  

Knowledge of the respiratory movements when applying ra-

diation therapy is highly relevant in order to minimize radiation 

damage. Real-time US saves the patient for the radiation involved 

in CT [41], thus this area has to be further investigated. 

Image fusion in neurosurgery 

In neurosurgery, research on fusion of preoperative images with 

real-time US has been going on for some time. Preoperative CT or 

MRI images are used for surgical planning and intraoperative US is 

used for demarcating tumour localization and dissemination. 

However, the brain shift, which occurs after opening of the dura, 

makes it difficult to correlate the images. 

In order to gain knowledge of the degree of anatomical 

changes, an image fusion module for CT/MRI and US was devel-

oped in image guided neuronavigation [3]. External fiducial mark-

ers were placed on the patient’s skull before the MRI in order to 

co-register the images. Several 3D sweeps were performed intra-

operatively and the position and orientation of the transducer 

was tracked by the neuronavigation system. The images were 

fused postoperatively with a mean registration accuracy of 2.6 

mm. Accuracies in the range of 4.1-6.1 mm were believed to 

represent anatomical shift.  

The fusion accuracy of MRI and real-time US has been exam-

ined for different distances between probe and object and on 

different insonating angles in a phantom in order to be able to 

use the system in neurosurgery [42]. The overall accuracy was 

1.08±0.61 mm and the method seemed useful, although interpre-

tation of the images was complicated. 

An US device was integrated in a neuronavigation system in 

order to combine two pieces of hardware in one [43]. Intraopera-

tive US was useful to overcome the inaccuracy caused by brain 

shift in neurosurgery. The co-registration was made from fiducials 

placed on the cranial vault. The system could use images of CT 

fused with MRI, from a planning computer and was tested in 31 

patients with intracranial gliomas or vascular pathology. The use 

of the system led to a better understanding of the anatomical 

orientation and a better visualization of the brain shift. A compa-

rable system was tested in 23 patients with intracranial tumours 

with sizes between 1-7 cm [44]. The reported brain shift ranged 

between 2-25 mm with a mean of 5 mm, depending on the loca-

tion of the tumours. The conclusion was that control of the tu-

mour resection margin was excellent for metastases, meningeo-

mas and solid gliomas. 

In a study on patients with intracranial tumours, intraopera-

tive US fused with preoperative MRI in neurosurgical interven-

tions was compared with US alone [45]. The technique was used 

in 13 patients and the fused images were judged superior to US 

alone in all patients examined. Furthermore, it was possible to 

visualize the brain shift. 

Co-registration of US to CT images was also tested in the ra-

diotherapy planning for 3 patients with head and neck tumours 

and cervical lymph node metastases [46]. The method was re-

garded as easy with an accuracy of less than 2 mm. 

In neurosurgery, promising results for fusing US with CT/MRI 

were obtained [3,42-46]; however, it is necessary to take the 

brain shift into account if there is a large mismatch between the 

co-registered images. By using the method, it is possible to get an 

idea of the influence from the brain shift and the size of it. 

AIMS 

Study I concerns the accuracies of different methods of co-

registration between US and MRI images in a phantom. Co-

registration can be done using either points or planes, which are 

built-in functions in most commercial systems. The aim of the 

study was to test the accuracy of point and plane registration in a 

phantom. Furthermore, to register the time spent on completing 

a co-registration for two observers, one with prior knowledge to 

the system. 

Study II concerns US-guided biopsies of structures that are 

only seen on CT or MRI. The aim was to study if biopsy in a phan-

tom using real-time US fused with MRI was possible and to study 

the rate of success of biopsy on structures invisible on sonograms 

but visible on MRI. 

 Study III concerns the application of the real-time method in 

patients with liver lesions where malignancy is suspected. We 

investigated if an increasing number of liver lesions became de-

tectable using real-time US fused with CT or MRI compared with 

B-mode images alone or CEUS. 

Study IV concerns the development of a method for off-line 

image fusion of 3D ultrasound with PET and CT for use in the 

planning of radiation therapy. 

METHODOLOGICAL STUDY, STUDY I: “COMPARISON OF TWO CO-

REGISTRATION METHODS FOR REAL-TIME ULTRASONOGRAPHY 

FUSED WITH MRI: A PHANTOM STUDY” 
(Ewertsen C, Ellegaard K, Boesen M, Torp-Pedersen S, Nielsen MB. Comparison of 

two co-registration methods for real-time ultrasonography fused with MRI: A 

phantom study. Ultraschall Med 2010;31(3):296-301). 

For details please see [47]  
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Aim 

To test the accuracy of point and plane registration in a phantom. 

Furthermore, to register the time spent on completing a co-

registration for two observers, one with prior knowledge to the 

system. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Imaging 

We used a prototype LOGIQ US system with a linear probe with a 

frequency of 12 MHz (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK) and 

software for fusion of US with CT or MRI. A tracking system based 

on a magnetic sensor, attached to the transducer, and a magnet 

placed beside the phantom, enabled the system to register the 

spatial orientation of the scanning plane (Fig.1).  

MRI of the phantom was performed on an Intera 1.5 Tesla 

system (Philips Healthcare, Netherlands) with a T1 weighted high-

resolution isotropic volume examination (THRIVE). This data set 

was stored in the standardized DICOM (Digital Imaging and Com-

munications in Medicine) format on a CD and loaded into the US 

system. Three reference points, A, B, C, were marked on the MRI 

and also stored in the US system. 

Two observers did 30 co-registrations each for each series, 

adding up to a total of 180 co-registrations. One observer (1) had 

worked with real-time fusion involving US before, the other (2) 

had not. Both observers had more than three years’ experience 

with general US. 

 

Image fusion 

The phantom (Dansk Fantom Service, Denmark) was designed to 

give a well-defined number of points and planes. Nine toothpicks 

were embedded in a box measuring 28.7 x 18.6 x 5.4 cm. The 

toothpicks had a pick and a string and were placed perpendicu-

larly to each other in the same depth (Fig. 3).  

 

 

The MRI data set was loaded into the system and displayed as 

a 3D box beside the live sonogram on screen. Using the trackball, 

one could rotate or scroll through the entire MRI. Co-registration 

could be made based on three or more common points (point 

registration) or by aligning planes (plane registration). 

We tested three methods of co-registration: one where the 

reference points (A,B,C) were used, one where three other points 

(a,b,c) were used and one where two planes (D,E) were used (Fig. 

4). Theoretically, the closer the co-registration points or planes 

were to the reference points the more accurate the co-

registration would appear. 

The system was reset after each co-registration to avoid any 

errors due to accidental movements of magnet or phantom. 

 

Figure 4  
MRI of the phantom, coronal section. Capital letters A,B,C mark the measuring 

points. In series 1, the points A,B,C were also co-registration points. Letters a,b,c 

mark the co-registration points in series 2. The boxes D and E mark the co-

registration planes in series 3. 

 

 

Accuracy 

Root Means Square Deviation (RMSD) is a well-established 

method for measuring accuracy of image fusion, as it is the stan-

dard deviation of the mean distance between the corresponding 

registration points on MRI and sonograms.  

To allow comparison between series we measured an RMSD 

(‘calculated RMSD’) using the points ABC in all cases and thereby 

also generated a value for the plane registration. 

 

Figure 3  
Photograph of the phantom before the phantom substance is added. 
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RMSD in our study is expressed in millimetres (Fig. 5).  

Statistics 

The statistical software SAS version 9.1, 2002-2003 (SAS Insti-

tute), was used for statistical analyses. The significance of the 

difference between the methods and the observers was calcu-

lated using analysis of variance (two-way ANOVA). Data were 

analyzed using a mixed model without random effects and the 

‘experience’ variable as a fixed effect. RMSD from the equipment 

was compared with the calculated RMSD using a paired t-test. 

The significance level was set at 0.05. 

 

Results 

In the first series, where co-registration was made at the refer-

ence points (A,B,C), the accuracy was significantly higher than 

when co-registration was done in the other points (a,b,c) or from 

the planes (D,E) measured by the calculated RMSD (p<0.0001). 

The mean calculated RMSD in the first series was 1.3 mm (95% CI: 

1.1-1.5 mm), in the second series 4.0 mm (95% CI: 3.2-4.8 mm), 

and in the third series 3.8 mm (95% CI: 3.2-4.4 mm) (Fig. 6). Thus, 

illustrating a deviation between 1.3 – 4.0 mm for the co-

registration of corresponding points. The mean reported RMSD 

from the system was 1.2 mm (95% CI: 1.1-1.3 mm) in the first 

series, and 0.90 mm (95% CI: 0.8-1.0 mm) in the second series. In 

the first series, the calculated RMSD did not differ significantly 

from the reported RMSD (p=0.22), but it did in the second series 

(p<0.0001). In the second series the calculated RMSD was higher 

than the reported. The accuracies (calculated RMSD) of the sec-

ond and third series were not significantly different from each 

other (p=0.12). 

The inexperienced observer (2) had a tendency of improving 

her accuracy in each series, especially in the second series, where 

the improvement was significant (p<0.0001). 

The mean time spent on completing the co-registration was 

128 seconds (95% CI: 117-138) for the first series; for the second 

series 96 seconds (95% CI: 91-101); and for the third series 248 

seconds (95% CI: 209-287). There was a decrease in time spent 

for both observers within each series, especially in the first. There 

was a trend towards the experienced observer spending less time 

on the co-registration than the inexperienced observer (data not 

shown). 

 

Conclusion 

Image fusion involving real-time US has a high accuracy and is 

easy to use in a phantom. Working within the area given by the 

co-registration points optimizes the accuracy as co-registration 

from the reference points (A,B,C) was more accurate (RMSD: 1.3 

mm (mean)) than co-registration from the other points 

(a,b,c)(RMSD: 4.0 mm (mean)) or planes (D,E)(RMSD: 3.8 mm 

(mean)). Accuracy increased and time spent on the co-registration 

procedure decreased within each series for each observer even 

though our data could not support a characteristic learning curve. 

 

 
 

Figure 6  
Accuracy (expressed as RMSD) of three different methods of co-registration with 30 

observations each series. Boxes show interquartile range with the median marked as 

a line. Whiskers mark the 2.5 to 97.5 percentiles. Observer 1 has prior knowledge to 

the system. Observer 2 has not. Outliers are not marked. 

METHODOLOGICAL STUDY, STUDY II: “BIOPSY GUIDED BY REAL-

TIME SONOGRAPHY FUSED WITH MRI: A PHANTOM STUDY” 
(Ewertsen C, Grossjohann HS, Nielsen KR, Torp-Pedersen S, Nielsen MB. Biopsy 

guided by real-time sonography fused with MRI: A phantom study. AJR 2008; 190: 

1671-1674). 

For details please see [48] 

Figure 5  
Measuring deviation for RMSD calculation. The measuring points (A,B,C - green) that were stored with the MRI image set were recalled and were displayed as boxes when 

being outside the image plane, blue box image C (the larger the box the further away the corresponding point was). When the point was in the scanning plane it was displayed 

as a cursor. The transducer was placed so the cursor and the corresponding point on the sonogram were in the same plane and the image was frozen. The distance was 

measured from the green MRI-point to the corresponding point on the sonogram. 

For the imaged co-registration the average deviation was 0.21 cm and the RMSD-value was 0.25 cm 
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 Aim 

To study if biopsy in a phantom using real-time US fused with MRI 

was possible and to study the rate of success of biopsy on struc-

tures invisible on sonograms but visible on MRI.  

 

 
 

Figure 7  
Images of phantom shown on screen. Sonogram (A) and corresponding MRI (B). 

Target is marked (M4 on B). Overlay on C of MRI (D) and corresponding sonogram. 

Diagonal line indicates the biopsy guideline. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Imaging 

We used two different US systems in order to focus on the 

method rather than on one specific system. One system (system 

A) was a commercially available system – Mylab70 Xvision 

(Esaote, Genova, Italy), the other (system B) a prototype LOGIQ 

system. We used a convex-array probe with a frequency between 

2-5 MHz, abdominal preset and needle guidance for both sys-

tems. 

Three physicians with more than three years’ experience with 

US took 30 biopsies each using system A. Two of these physicians 

took 20 biopsies each using system B. 

MRI was performed on a 3 Tesla Magnetom Trio (Siemens 

Medical Solutions, Germany). A T1-weighted 3D gradient-echo 

sequence was performed with a slice thickness of 1 mm. This data 

set was stored in DICOM format on a CD and loaded into the US 

system. 

Phantom 

We used a modified version of model 373 (Dansk Fantom Service, 

Denmark), as it contained spheres visible or not visible to US (Fig. 

7). All spheres were visible on CT and on MRI. The phantom was 

an 18 x 18 x 15 cm block consisting of a central and a peripheral 

part. In each corner of the peripheral part of the phantom a 

sphere visible to US was placed in different depths. Also, to define 

the central part of the phantom a 1.5 mm copper thread was 

placed in each corner of the central part. These copper threads 

and the spheres in the peripheral part were used to co-register 

the images. 

In the central part ten spheres invisible to US were placed in 

different depths. They contained barium sulphate, which made 

them visible on CT and ferric oxide, which made them visible on 

MRI and added red colour to the inside of them. The colour was 

visible in the biopsy core when the sphere was biopsied correctly 

(Fig. 8). Leakage was not possible as the colour was not liquid. The 

diameter of the spheres was 1 cm. 

For technical reasons only six of the ten spheres within depths 

of 10 cm were used as targets. The remaining four were placed 

too close to the sides of the box to leave room for the needle 

guidance. In total, 12 spheres were hit successfully 130 times, 

with a varying number of attempts for each hit. 

 

 
 

Figure 8  
Successful biopsy. Needle has open biopsy chamber containing white biopsy core 

with central red part (arrow) showing that lesion has been hit. Scale is cm. 

 

 

Image fusion and biopsy 

Identifying a common scanning plane made the initial co-

registration. Afterwards the spheres in the peripheral part and 

the copper threads in the central part were used for the co-

registration. 

An overlay between the sonogram and the MRI image, which 

enabled us to see the spheres on the MRI and the needle on the 

sonogram, was chosen. The systems displayed the percentage of 

overlay between the images but the scaling differed between the 

two systems. 

We used a semiautomatic biopsy needle 18 gauge x 16 cm 

(TZ, Gallini Medical Devices). A biopsy was successful if red dye 

was visible in it. The biopsy procedure on each sphere was con-

tinued until the biopsy contained red dye. The number of needle 

passes and the time spent on the procedure (except from the 

initial co-registration) were registered. Each sphere was biopsied 

several times from different angles to avoid air traces from a 

former biopsy. 

Statistics 

The statistical software SAS version 9.1.3 2002-2003 (SAS insti-

tute) was used for statistical analyses. The median number of 

attempts and median time spent were calculated. The signifi-

cance of the variation between the two systems and between the 

physicians was calculated using a general model based on the 

Poisson distribution. The significance level was set at 0.05. 

Results  

It took approximately 10 minutes to load the MRI data set and 

perform the co-registration. Each sphere was hit several times 

from different angles to avoid air traces from previous biopsies. 

90 targets were hit using system A and 40 targets using system B, 

making a total of 130 targets. 
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The median time spent on each biopsy session was 2 minutes 

(range, 1-15 minutes) after the co-registration. The median num-

ber of needle passes on one sphere until at successful biopsy was 

obtained was one (range, 1-7). Only one biopsy needed 7 at-

tempts, which was due to the needle being caught in previously 

made needle tracks. 

Ninety-four of the 130 biopsies (72.3%) were successful on 

the first needle pass, 20 of the 130 biopsies (15.4%) were success-

ful on the second needle pass, eight of the 130 biopsies (6.2%) 

were successful on the third needle pass, and eight of the 130 

biopsies (6.2%) were successful after 4-7 needle passes. The 

distribution of the number of needle passes for the three physi-

cians and the two different systems are shown in Table 1. There 

was neither a statistically significant difference between the 

physicians nor between the systems (range of p values, 0.43-

0.81). 

 

Table 1  
The distribution of the number of needle passes for the three physicians and the two 

different systems. 

 

System 

No. of 

successful 

biopsies 

No. of needle-

passes to 

obtain sucess-

ful biopsy 

Median 

(range) 

Time spent per 

biopsy target 

(min) 

Median 

(range) 

A 

Physician 1 
30 1 (1-3) 2 (1-5) 

Physician 2 30 1 (1-5) 2 (1-7) 

Physician 3 30 1 (1-7) 2 (2-15) 

B 

Physician 2 
20 1 (1-4) 1 (1-6) 

Physician 3 20 2 (1-5) 2 (1-11) 

 

 

Conclusion 

Image fusion between real-time US and MRI was successful in 

obtaining an adequate sample of lesions not visible to US but 

visible to MRI in a phantom. The rate of success was in accor-

dance with conventional US-guided biopsies. In our department 

two needle passes are usually spent in the clinical routine. 

The method was safe to continue with patient studies. 

 

CLINICAL STUDY, STUDY III: “IMAGE FUSION VISUALIZING LIVER 

LESIONS DIFFICULT TO SEE WTIH B-MODE ULTRASONOGRAPHY” 
(Ewertsen C, Henriksen BM, Torp-Pedersen S, Nielsen MB. Image-fusion visualizing 

liver lesions difficult to see in B-mode ultrasound. Submitted). 

Aim 

To investigate if an increasing number of liver lesions became 

detectable using real-time US fused with CT or MRI and CEUS 

compared with B-mode images alone. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Patients  

Forty patients referred to diagnostic US evaluation or US-guided 

biopsy of liver lesions seen on CT (N=35), MRI (N=2) or PET/CT 

(N=3) and where malignancy was suspected were prospectively 

included in the study. Focus was on patients where the lesion 

could be difficult to see by US judging from the CT, MRI or 

PET/CT. This could be due to poor delineation or to location near 

the diaphragm. If a patient had several lesions only one lesion 

was included in the study. 

Twenty-eight males and 12 females with a median age of 64 

years (interquartile range: 54-69) were included.  

Final diagnoses of the patients, where the pathology descrip-

tion was inconclusive or where the lesion remained invisible with 

fusion-guided US and CEUS, were found in their medical records 

after 10-275 days. 

Imaging 

We used at LOGIQ US prototype system with incorporated soft-

ware for fusion imaging, US and MRI or CT (GE Healthcare, Chal-

font St. Giles, UK). We used a convex-array 4 MHz transducer with 

abdominal setting (GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, UK). Needle 

guidance was attached to the system when a biopsy was needed. 

The images were shown on split screen with the possibility of 

overlaying the images (Fig. 9). 

A CT or MRI had been recorded previously for all patients. For 

some patients contrast-enhanced ultrasonography (CEUS) was 

used. The contrast agent was Sonovue (Bracco, Italy) in a dose of 

2.4 ml, which could be repeated. The contrast-enhanced sono-

gram (sonogram in contrast mode) was shown on split screen 

with either the B-mode sonogram or the reformatted CT image. 

One consultant in radiology specialized in US and one physi-

cian with more than three years’ experience with US did the 

examinations. 

 

 
 

Figure 9  
CT and fusion-guided US images in a patient with suspected metastases from cardia 

cancer and a cyst in the left lobe of the liver. A. CT image, transverse section through 

the liver. White horizontal arrow indicates the cyst in A and B. B. Co-registered 

images from fusion-guided US in transverse section. Sonogram to the left and 

reformatted CT image to the right. The green box indicates the area of the sono-

gram.  

 

Image fusion 

All patients were examined in the supine position with their right 

arm resting over their head or on the chest to mimic the situation 

in the CT-/MRI- setting. The magnet from the magnetic tracking 

system was placed on the patient’s left side close to the hipbone 

pointing towards right shoulder. 

A transverse plane including the upper mesenteric artery, the 

aortic bifurcation or the umbilicus was used for the initial co-

registration depending on the overview. 

Afterwards confluences of hepatic veins or bifurcations of 

portal veins in the area of interest were used to co-register the 

images. A minimum of three common points was selected. 

For biopsies, either fine needle aspiration (FNA) 0.7 mm or 

core biopsies (CB) 1.2 mm were obtained preceded by subcuta-

neous analgesic by lidocaine. 
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Statistics 

The difference in tumour size between visible and invisible tu-

mours was analyzed using non-parametric statistics due to lack of 

Normal distribution. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive 

value and negative predictive value were calculated. All statistical 

analyses including descriptive statistics were done using the 

statistical software package SPSS 16.0 (SPSS Inc.). 

Results 

Twenty-six lesions were initially invisible with US. Of the 26 le-

sions, which were invisible in B-mode, 9 became visible with 

fusion-guided US (35%) and another 4 (15%) became visible with 

CEUS in combination with fusion-guidance (Table 2). 

 

Table 2  
Distribution of visibility with either modality for the patients included in the study. 

 

• 40 lesions 

• 14 visible in B-mode 

• 26 invisible in B-mode 

• 9 visible with fusion-guided US 

• 4 visible with CEUS  

• 2 invisible with CEUS 

• 3 did not receive CEUS  

• 17 invisible with fusion-guided US 

• 4 visible with CEUS 

• 10 invisible with CEUS 

• 3 did not receive CEUS 
 

 

 

Tumour size did neither predict the US visibility of lesions in 

B-mode nor the visibility with guidance from CT/MRI for these 

tumours.  

The median tumour size for all lesions included in the study 

was 1.5 cm (interquartile range: 1.0-2.4; N=40). There was no 

statistically significant difference in size for the B-mode and 

CT/MRI guided invisible lesions. 

In 21 patients a biopsy was taken, 17 CBs and 4 FNAs. 

Because all patients included in the study had a history of 

suspected or confirmed malignancy, the interpretation of the US 

was less likely to exclude malignancy.  

Conclusion 

We have successfully demonstrated an increase in the delineation 

of liver lesions by using fusion-guided US compared with conven-

tional B-mode US. 

Thirty-five percent of B-mode invisible lesions became identi-

fiable by using the method and another 15% became visible by 

adding CEUS.  

 Fusion-guided US improved the CEUS in 21 cases regardless 

of whether the lesion was visible or not. It enabled us to focus on 

the area with the suspect lesion, because the reformatted CT or 

MRI image was shown beside the sonogram in contrast mode. 

Hereby we could focus on that area, knowing that the lesion 

should be in the scanning plane. Because fusion-guided US is 

more time consuming than an ordinary US examination, the 

method should be reserved for patients with difficult lesions. 

CLINICAL STUDY, STUDY IV: “FUSION OF 3-D RECTAL ULTRA-

SOUND WITH PET-CT” 
(Udesen J, Ewertsen C, Gran F, Christensen AF, Kjaer-Kristoffersen F, Engelholm SA, 

Jensen JA, Nielsen MB. Fusion of 3-D rectal ultrasound with PET-CT. Curr Med 

Imaging Rev. Accepted for publication 2009). 

 

Aim 

To develop a method for off-line image fusion of 3D ultrasound 

with PET and CT for use in the planning of radiation therapy. 

 

Introduction 

As a model we used 3D anal endosonograms in patients with anal 

carcinoma. When we planned the study the external radiation 

therapy was planned from a CT scan in combination with a de-

scription of the 3D anal endosonograms. On the CT scan, the 

tumour would be unclearly demarcated due to the low contrast 

resolution in this area [49,50]. We believed that importing the 

initial 3D anal endosonogram into the dose-planning program 

would help the planning of the external radiation therapy. Shortly 

after we initiated the study, PET/CT replaced CT for the planning 

of external radiation therapy. Then we decided to import the 3D 

anal endosonograms with the brachytherapy needles in-situ, into 

the dose-planning program, in order to make the radiation ther-

apy more precise. 

When we planned the study no DICOM standard for 3D anal 

endosongraphy existed and no commercial software for involving 

US in image fusion was available. In the DICOM format informa-

tion is grouped in data sets so the patient ID, type of scan, image 

dimensions etc. are contained within the image file. In order to 

import the 3D images we had to split the 3D block of images into 

separate files and add a DICOM header by means of a Matlab 

(MathWorks, Massachusetts) code. Hereby we could import all 

the images from the 3D US block to the dose-planning program. 

Afterwards the Matlab program, described below, for fusion of US 

with CT and PET was coded.  

Materials and Methods 

A semi-automatic algorithm was implemented in an in-house 

Matlab program (MathWorks, Massachusetts). A manual co-

registration was made based on the identification of a perspex 

rod, placed endorectally during the PET/CT examination, the 

rectal endoprobe and two points chosen by the physician.  

The three fused imaging modalities US, PET and CT were 

shown in three orthogonal slices. Opacity, colour map, slice loca-

tion and viewpoint could be changed dynamically to choose the 

optimal set-up (Fig. 10). 

The method was tested using a B-K Medical US system 2102 

(B-K Medical, Herlev, Denmark) with built-in 3-D mode, and a 10 

MHz rotating endoprobe. 

PET-CT was performed on a Siemens Biograph 16 scanner 

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The patient had a perspex rod 

with the same physical dimensions as the US transducer inserted 

into the anal canal during the PET-CT examination. The images 

obtained from a 65-year-old man with anal cancer were used to 

test the method.  
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Figure 10  
The three orthogonal planes shown on screen in the off-line in-house program, 

where opacity can be adjusted. 

Results 

The algorithm resulted in a successful transformation of the 

PET/CT images to the US images. An example where the perspex 

rod is transformed precisely from the CT image to the US image. 

The corresponding PET image is shown with a blue-yellow-red 

colour-map. 

Different visualization approaches can be implemented to 

present the fused 3-D PET-CT-US images (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11  
One way of displaying successful image-fusion of US, CT and PET. 

Conclusion 

Off-line fusion of three imaging modalities by means of a semi-

automatic algorithm was possible with the in-house program. As 

mentioned in the introduction and in the discussion, PET/CT 

replaced US for the planning of the external radiation therapy and 

for the interstitial brachytherapy the original tumour volume had 

to be irradiated. Therefore the program was never tested clini-

cally.  

DISCUSSION 

New achievements 

We have measured the accuracy of point and plane co-

registration in image-fusion involving real-time US. We found an 

accuracy of 1.3 mm in an optimal setting for this method: a sta-

tionary phantom with several well-defined points and planes. 

Thus, real-time fusion involving US appears equally accurate to 

static fusion systems. We found that co-registering close to the 

points of interest improves the accuracy, and in our setting that 

was in the points used for measuring the accuracy. 

We successfully showed that biopsy of lesions invisible to US 

but visible on MRI and CT was possible in a phantom with a rate 

of success comparable to conventional US-guided biopsy. 

We also demonstrated an increase in the identification of 

liver lesions by using fusion-guided US compared with conven-

tional B-mode US. Of the 26 lesions, which were invisible in B-

mode, 9 became visible with fusion-guided US (35%) and another 

4 (15%) became visible with CEUS. 

We also succeeded in making off-line fusion of 3D anal en-

dosonograms with PET/CT and successfully imported a 3D block 

of anal endosonograms into a commercial dose-planning program 

(Eclipse). However, due to current guidelines this method was 

never clinically tested. 

Accuracy of co-registration  

The accuracy refers to the “true” error occurring at a specific 

image location and can occur at many levels phantom, pre-clinical 

and clinical [4]. 

When planning our studies, we decided to measure accuracy 

as Root Mean Square Deviation, RMSD, a well-established 

method for measuring accuracy of a co-registration between 

different imaging modalities [2,33,46,51,52]. The calculation of 

RMSD is made from the formula: 

RMSD= n

xx
n

i ii∑
=

−
1

2

,2,1
)(

 

Where n : number of point pairs, ii
xx ,2,1 −

: the distance 

between the corresponding point from two different data sets, 

when they are superimposed.  

Mathematically, the RMSD value of point distances in the 

matching algorithm is the result of a minimization process. If at 

least 3 point-pairs are set, the coordinate system of the volume 

dataset is translated and rotated in space in such a way that the 

sum of the squared distances of the point pairs is a minimum 

[53].   

Our system reported an RMSD measured in cm after the co-

registration had been made from points. In all our studies, we 

have observed that even though the system reported a low RMSD 

the fused images could deviate in several planes when focusing 

on a specific area of interest. In our phantom study (study I), we 

noticed the difference between the calculated RMSD and the 

RMSD reported by the system, which was due to the minimization 

process. The deviation would enlarge when moving away from 

the co-registration points. In the patient study we did not have an 

exact measure of the phenomenon, but it occurred in varying 

degree from patient to patient depending on how close to the 

area of interest the co-registration could be made. 
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Accuracy in comparison with reference modalities 

The most common use of image fusion is probably between ana-

tomical images as CT and functional images from PET or SPECT, 

which are widely available and today are incorporated in PET/CT 

or SPECT/CT systems. Also very recently PET/MRI has been intro-

duced [54-56]. Lavely et al. tested the accuracy of PET and CT co-

registration in a phantom and patient images [57]. They con-

cluded that the registration accuracy decreased as distance from 

the initial registration points increased. We observed the same in 

our phantom study (study I) where the accuracy decreased from 

1.3 mm (1.1-1.5 mm) to 4.0 mm (3.2-4.8 mm) as the distance 

between the co-registration points and the measuring points 

increased. Lavely et al. had overall accuracies of < 2mm in the 

phantom and < 4mm in the patient images. 

Förster et al. compared the accuracy using both internal and 

external markers for the co-registration of abdominal SPET/CT 

images [53]. They found that external markers were easier and 

faster to use than internal markers, and that the mean deviation 

between corresponding points was smaller for external markers 

(4.17±0.61 mm) compared with internal markers (6.47±1.37 mm).  

From these studies it seems that the accuracies from our 

phantom study (study I) are comparable to accuracies measured 

for PET/CT or SPECT/CT, where the images are obtained in se-

quence with the patient remaining on the examination bed.  

We have only used internal markers for our co-registrations 

for several reasons. One was due to logistics. Most of our patients 

had their CT done for diagnostics or for follow-up of neoplastic 

disease. Therefore it was unknown when the CT or MRI was re-

corded whether there would be a new lesion or not, making 

markers unnecessary in a several patients. There was also a time 

span until the US examination was carried out, making external 

markers unreliable, as one could not be sure that they would 

remain in the right place. As we did not know which patients 

would need the US examination, it would be impossible for the 

patients to keep external markers attached to their skin between 

the CT and the US examination. Furthermore, several anatomical 

landmarks were available in the liver for the co-registration.  

We did not measure accuracies in our patient study (study III), 

but we noticed that the co-registration was improved if the corre-

sponding points for the co-registration were marked in the same 

respiratory phase - in our case deep inspiration, as the CT images 

were acquired in this respiratory phase. Several groups describe 

problems from the movement of organs caused by respiration 

[53,58,59]. Goerres et al. showed differences of up to 8 cm in the 

top of the diaphragm when CT was acquired in maximal inspira-

tion for co-registration of thoracic organs in an integrated PET/CT 

system [59]. We noticed that the parallel shift occurred in several 

planes and also implied rotational shifts for the liver, especially 

the most cranial parts. We did not experience such phenomenon 

in the phantom studies and hence ascribe this solely to the effect 

of the respiratory movement. 

Our results from the first phantom study (study I) showed ac-

curacies comparable to those measured in PET/CT. This led us to 

our second phantom study about biopsy (study II) where we 

obtained high rates of success. From these results we found it 

safe to continue with the patient study (study III). 

Conclusion and comparison with recently published studies 

After we initiated our studies, image fusion between real-time US 

and CT or MRI has been reported by several groups [2,51,60-65].  

Two different commercial systems (Hitachi and Esaote) and some 

experimental systems have been used. Most have dealt with 

invisible lesions on US either as phantom/ ex-vivo studies in ani-

mals [60,65] or patient studies [2,51,61-64]. Hepatocellular carci-

nomas (HCCs), which can be difficult to delineate on US, were 

studied in three Japanese papers with varying set-ups [61-63]. 

The same group produced two of these [62,63] and used a com-

mercial system from Hitachi (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) for radiofre-

quency ablation (RFA) of HCC poorly demarcated on CT. 

Outcome was measured as the number of attempts to 

achieve complete tumour necrosis by US-guided RFA. All studies 

concluded that the method was efficient but an exact measure of 

the accuracy was not given.  

RFA of “invisible lesions” made by injected lead pellets in bo-

vine livers, was studied by Crocetti et al. [60]. A commercial sys-

tem from Esaote (Esaote, Genova, Italy) was used. The authors 

reported a high accuracy, with a mean CT-US registration error of 

about 3.0 mm in this ideal setting without patient or respiratory 

movements. 

Bovine livers were also used in another study, where real-

time fusion of images from ultrasound and a gamma probe were 

used to localize artificial liver metastases intraoperatively [65]. 

The “artificial liver metastases” contained Tc-99m and F-18 in 

order to detect them by a gamma probe and by PET. The authors 

found a lower rate of false positives by using the technique, but 

the accuracy was not determined. 

In human studies [2,51,64], a new algorithm with an average 

registration error of 8.1 mm throughout the liver, was recently 

described by Wein et al. [51,64]. The system worked, as the 

commercial systems, by means of a magnetic tracking device and 

was tested in 25 patients with indeterminate lesions in liver and 

kidney. Krucker et al evaluated an electromagnetic tracking sys-

tem for interventional procedures guided by CT-US image fusion 

on 20 patients with abdominal pathology. External markers, 

fiducials, were used for the co-registration procedure, and the 

overall accuracy was 5.8 mm +/- 2,6 mm [2]. 

Image fusion between US and CT or MRI for liver imaging has 

been applied successfully both off-line and in real-time. Generally, 

adding multiple imaging modalities improves the diagnostic accu-

racy also for image-guided interventions. Each anatomical area 

has its own advantages and drawbacks. 

Overall, all studies involving liver or phantoms mimicking liver 

showed high accuracies and promising results for including US in 

the image fusion. In liver imaging, several landmarks are available 

for the co-registration of the images, which could possibly make 

the co-registration procedure more accurate.  

These results correspond well with our results, where we 

have been able to accurately perform biopsy on structures only 

visible on CT or MRI in a phantom (study II). We were among the 

first publishing results about this application. In our patient study 

(study III), several anatomical landmarks were available for the 

co-registration procedure, and the image fusion increased the 

number of lesions, which could be delineated by US. 

Reference modalities 

Image-guided percutaneous biopsy is a safe, well-established, and 

widely used procedure [66]. In Europe US-guided biopsies are 

widely used and in Denmark we have a long tradition for US-

guided interventions. Several US-guided interventions were first 

described in Denmark, among these are: US-guided liver biopsy 

[67], US-guided kidney biopsy [68], US-guided drainage of a kid-

ney abscess [69], US-guided nephrostomy [70], US-guided celiac 

axis block [71],US-guided drainage of breast abscesses [72], US-

guided transrectal biopsy of recurrent rectal carcinoma [73], US-
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guided transrectal and transvaginal catheter placement [74]. US-

guidance has had a huge impact on patient management, as it is 

less traumatic and complications are rare [75,76]. In our depart-

ment the frequency of US-guidance compared with CT fluoros-

copy-guidance is estimated to approximately 20:1, and much 

higher if only abdominal interventions are considered. In our 

department CT fluoroscopy-guidance is mainly used for lung or 

skeletal lesions, where US-guidance is impossible. 

Alternatives to US-guided biopsies are CT- or CT fluoroscopy-

guided interventions and MRI-guided biopsies. In the United 

States, CT- or CT fluoroscopy-guided interventions are more 

widely used than in Europe, probably due to tradition and the 

shorter learning curve reported [66,77]. CT- and CT fluoroscopy-

guided interventions have the advantages of high spatial and 

contrast resolution and accurate needle tip localization. The 

methods can be used for biopsy guidance for lesions anywhere in 

the body [66]. CT fluoroscopy is useful in liver lesions that show 

transient enhancement with contrast agent or are located close 

to the diaphragm [78]. In a study by Schweiger et al., sensitivity 

was 94% and specificity was 92% of CT-guided core needle biopsy 

in oncology patients [78]. The disadvantage of CT- or CT fluoros-

copy-guided interventions is mainly the high radiation exposure 

also to the operator, thus the method should be reserved for 

more complicated cases [79].  

MRI has the advantage of high-contrast resolution, the ability 

to visualize vessels without the need for a contrast agent and the 

lack of ionizing radiation [66,80]. In studies from Stattaus J et al. 

[81] and Kariniemi et al. [82], high sensitivity and specificity are 

reported for MRI-guided biopsy in the abdomen and liver both in 

high and low field scanners. The drawbacks of the method are the 

long examination time and the need for special biopsy needles, 

made from a non-magnetic material, which is generally softer 

than ordinary biopsy needles. This may cause deviation of the 

needle especially in cirrhotic livers or in deeply lying lesions, in 

which cases the patient has to be moved in and out of the magnet 

bore in order to use a stainless steel stylet resulting in an in-

creased examination time [80-82]. Generally, the examination 

time is longer than CT- or US-guided interventions, and the use of 

MRI-guidance is recommended only in selected cases, i.e., where 

US- or CT-guided interventions have been impossible [80-83]. In 

our department MRI-guided biopsies are only performed in se-

lected cases for breast tumour diagnostics. 

US-guided biopsies have many advantages: the real-time im-

aging, shorter procedure time, portability, lack of ionizing radia-

tion and decreased cost [66,77,84]. US-guided biopsy is first 

choice in many departments and our results confirm that with the 

guidance from image fusion, tumour delineation and hereby 

biopsy will be possible in more cases. Hereby patient and opera-

tor will save time. For the cases where the lesion remains invisible 

by US, CT- or CT fluoroscopy-guided and MRI-guided biopsies 

should be used. 

Patient population in study III 

We chose a selected patient group due to several reasons. The 

most important reason being that US-invisible liver lesions are 

rare. In this respect we were helped by our hospital’s status as a 

tertiary reference centre with highly specialized departments. In 

most patients in our hospital, neoplastic disease was present or 

suspected and there were a high number of these patients in the 

hospital. Secondly, real-time image fusion was more time-

consuming than an ordinary US due to the co-registration proce-

dure and therefore we reserved the method for patients who had 

lesions that could be difficult to visualize judging from the CT or 

MRI. 

We experienced that an accurate co-registration was more 

difficult to obtain in obese patients, as we had to apply more 

pressure to the transducer in order to obtain good images. 

Hereby the subcutaneous fat and also the organs were displaced 

in comparison with the previously recorded CT- or MRI-images. 

For the CEUS examinations, the distance from the skin to the 

lesion was too long to visualize the microbubbles properly, which 

explains why one lesion in the patient study (study III) was visible 

with fusion-guidance and not with contrast-agent. This corre-

sponds well to the current European guidelines for the use of 

CEUS [13] where it is mentioned that if “the baseline US is subop-

timal the CEUS may be disappointing”. 

The method is highly dependent on patient cooperation for 

the co-registration procedure. Because some structures are only 

visible in a certain phase of the respiration and because the respi-

ratory movements cause great movement of the liver, the patient 

needs to be able to hold his/ her breath when told to. For some 

patients, this may be very difficult. 

Liver biopsy 

Percutaneous image-guided biopsy of focal liver lesions is a well-

established method for cytological or histological classification 

[85-92]. In some part of the literature, core biopsy is preferred 

over fine needle aspiration (FNA) due to the need for a definite 

histological classification as reported by Stattaus et al. [87]. 

The complication rate with US-guided percutaneous liver bi-

opsy is low, with an overall complication rate of 0.2%-0.3%. In 

comparison the complication rate of CT-guided liver biopsy is 

reported 0.4% in a study by Thanos et al. [93]. Haemorrhage is 

the most common complication [76,91,94,95]. The complication 

rate decreases with image guidance [88] and increases in patients 

with malignancy and chronic active hepatitis [94]. In the initial 

phase of the study, we considered performing fusion-guided 

biopsy of liver lesions only visible on CT or MRI. However, we 

found that the movements of the liver (parallel and rotational 

shifts) decreased the accuracy of the co-registration, and hereby 

we risked false negative conclusions. The median size of the 

lesions in the patient study was 15 mm, thus making even small 

parallel shifts crucial for a correct diagnosis.  

Off-line fusion for planning of radiation therapy 

2D and 3D anal endosonography are considered accurate and 

safe methods for evaluating the anorectum [23-25,27-30,96,97].  

Results from image fusion involving TRUS and CT or MRI were 

promising for planning interstitial brachytherapy for prostate 

cancer, because TRUS visualizes the prostate gland well but MRI is 

better for delineating focal lesions and the brachytherapy needles 

[16-20]. These results have been confirmed by other groups 

[1,52] 

In our department all patients with suspected anal cancer are 

scanned with 3D endosonography, a method, which had been 

evaluated by other members of our research group. Due to this 

and the promising results from image fusion for brachytherapy 

guidance we were interested in studying image fusion for the 

radiation therapy treatment of anal cancer. We initially intended 

to import all 3D-anal endosonography examinations in the dose-

planning program in order to direct the radiation therapy more 

precisely towards the tumour tissue. However, according to the 

guidelines from the department of radiation oncology and to 

studies from other groups, the original tumour volume had to be 
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irradiated without regard to the effect of the external radiation 

therapy when planning interstitial brachytherapy [97]. In many 

cases most of the original tumour volume had been eliminated 

due to the external beam radiation. We could not import the 

primary staging endosonogram as the perspex rod and the nee-

dles were not present at that time, and we needed them for the 

co-registration procedure and the dose planning. Therefore it was 

not possible to apply the method in the clinical setting. We did 

however show that it was possible to perform off-line image-

fusion between a non-DICOM standard 3D endosonography 

examination and CT and PET. Furthermore, it was possible to 

make an easy-to-use software application in lack of commercial 

alternatives. Because PET/CT replaced 3D endosonography in the 

planning of external radiation therapy the method was never 

tested in larger patient studies. 

The approach towards interstitial brachytherapy varies 

worldwide. In the United States it is rarely used, due to the inva-

siveness of the treatment so only external beam radiation is used 

[30]. In Europe interstitial brachytherapy is more widely used but 

the advantages seem to be limited due to its invasiveness and 

logistics [97,98]. Further studies are needed to describe if inten-

sity-modulated radiation therapy will be the method of choice in 

the future [98,99]. 

Time spent on real-time image fusion 

We found that the method was more time consuming than an 

ordinary US, due to the set-up with the magnetic positioning 

system, the reading of the previously recorded CT or MRI and the 

co-registration procedure. In our first phantom study (study I), we 

measured the time spent per co-registration procedure. This 

decreased as the examiner became increasingly familiar with the 

co-registration method. It increased again when the procedure 

changed from points to planes, thereby becoming new to the 

examiner. This was apparent even though our data did not sup-

port a characteristic learning curve for the two observers. In this 

first phantom study, the co-registration procedure, without con-

nection of the hardware and reading of the CD, lasted between 

1.5 minutes and 4 minutes on average. However, this was in an 

ideal setting with several easily identifiable points and planes and 

without any patient motion. These results are in accordance with 

other groups’: Crocetti et al. reported that they spent 3-5 minutes 

on the set-up and the co-registration procedure [60]. Krucker et 

al. spent 5.25 minutes in total on set-up and co-registration [2].

  

In our second phantom study (study II), the complete co-

registration took about 10 minutes. In this phantom, the co-

registration was made from 4 visible spheres and 4 copper 

threads placed in each corner of the phantom box. This procedure 

was slightly more difficult than in the first study as the copper 

threads were only 1.5 mm in diameter, and it was difficult to 

obtain corresponding points in the spheres. However, there were 

still no respiratory movements. 

In our patient study (study III), we did not measure the time 

spent on the co-registration procedure but generally it was more 

time consuming than in the phantoms. For the initial plane co-

registration, we used the upper mesenteric artery, the division of 

the aortic artery or the umbilicus, and the overview in these 

regions varied a lot between the patients. Furthermore, the find-

ing of common points in the liver afterwards also took some time 

trying to compensate for parallel and rotational shifts. Neverthe-

less, it was our impression that the time-spent decreased along 

the experiment. The time spent on the co-registration procedure 

has not been reported from any of the liver studies in patients. 

For the off-line fusion between US and PET/CT the conversion 

of the 3D anal endosonogram block to separate image files took 

approximately 10 minutes and the alignment of the images took 

approximately 5 minutes. 

Undoubtedly, the time spent on the co-registration will de-

crease as familiarity with the method increases and it will proba-

bly still be less time consuming than CT- or MRI-guided biopsies 

[84].  

We have not been able to find any studies reporting the mean 

time spent on a CEUS of the liver and we did not register the time 

spent on fusion-guidance in the patients. However, the co-

registration was not as readily done in patients as in the phan-

toms, and it did require some extra time. This extra time spent 

has to be held against the extra cost for a new CT/ MRI or PET/CT 

including the extra radiation exposure and the waiting time for 

the patient. Two recent multi centre studies from France and 

Germany have shown a lower cost for CEUS compared with CT or 

MRI [100,101]. In the French study 1034 liver lesions were exam-

ined with CEUS and related to a gold standard being contrast-

enhanced CT or MRI or biopsy in the cases where it was obtained. 

Only the cost for the contrast agent was considered in the eco-

nomical evaluation and not the extra time needed for additional 

examinations. 

Relation between CEUS and image fusion involving US 

According to European Guidelines for CEUS, CEUS is the method 

of choice in liver imaging when there is incidental findings on 

routine US, lesions or suspected lesions in a patient with a known 

history of malignancy, patients with inconclusive MRI/CT results 

or cytology/histology results [13]. In order to study the potential 

benefits from image-fusion involving real-time US we decided to 

apply fusion-guidance before adding CEUS in our study. In doing 

so we discovered that fusion-guidance aided us in focusing CEUS 

especially in the patients with suspected metastases from neuro-

endocrine tumours. 

No other studies have compared the application of fusion-

guidance and CEUS, but the two methods will probably comple-

ment each other in the future. 

Reproducibility 

None of the studies describing image fusion involving real-time 

US for liver application has measured the reproducibility of the 

method. However, the user dependency of US is frequently re-

ferred [101]. 

We considered the reproducibility of the method in all our 

studies. In our first study (study I) two different observers did the 

co-registrations; one had prior knowledge to the system the other 

had not. We compared their accuracies by analysis of variance 

and they did not differ significantly. In our second study (study II) 

three observers with the same experience level took all biopsies 

and their rate of success did not differ significantly. From these 

results we conclude that the method was reproducible in a phan-

tom. Furthermore the measured accuracies and the time spent on 

the co-registrations were in accordance with results from other 

groups. We have not used Kappa statistics, as the data we com-

pared were not categorical and data were not readily trans-

formed into categorical data [102].  

In our patient study (study III), two experienced physicians did 

all examinations together in order to improve the examinations 

regarding time-spent and accuracy of the co-registration. We did 
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not compare different observers in this study as it would have 

required a much larger number of patients and because in some 

occasions quite some time passed between we used the system. 

If the two observers should each have performed the examina-

tions independently, a much longer time would have been re-

quired for each examination and the co-registrations would 

probably not have been as good. Of course when relying on ana-

tomical landmarks the method depends on the user’s ability to 

locate exactly the same point in two data sets from different 

imaging modalities, making the method user-dependent. 

In the study on off-line image fusion for 3D anal endosono-

graphy (study IV), we did not consider reproducibility, as we 

never reached the clinical testing. However, the software was 

very user friendly, thus the reproducibility would depend only on 

the user’s ability to find one corresponding point in the different 

data sets apart from the perspex rod. 

Strengths and limitations 

The studies included in this PhD-thesis each have their strengths 

and limitations. 

In the first study (study I) we had a high number of co-

registrations in a phantom optimal for both point- and plane co-

registration. We optimized the setup to avoid interference on the 

magnetic positioning system and systematic errors. Further, the 

purpose of this study was focused on the co-registration proce-

dure. We tried to consider reproducibility and learning curves by 

having two different observers perform the co-registrations. The 

limitations of this study were that it only described accuracies in a 

phantom, which was made for this study on co-registration, as it 

contained several well-defined points and planes.  

In the second study (study II) we also had a high number of 

biopsies made by three different observers in order to increase 

the statistical significance and compare the rate of success be-

tween the observers. In this study we did not focus on the co-

registration procedure except that we made sure the co-

registration was accurate before beginning the biopsy procedure. 

We tested two different systems, which did not perform signifi-

cantly different. The limitations were that it was a phantom study 

and that we only performed biopsy of structures lying in a maxi-

mal depth of 10 cm. This distance would presumably be longer in 

patients.  

In the third study (study III) we decided to use the method 

only in selected patients, where the lesion was considered diffi-

cult to visualize judging from the previously recorded CT or MRI. 

We made follow-up on all patients in order to obtain the “true 

diagnosis”. The limitation of this study was the lack of accuracy 

measurement, which was due to difficulties in deciding which 

point and in which plane it should be measured. Furthermore the 

co-registration could be accurate in one of the co-registration 

points but not for the lesion. Including more patients and compar-

ing different observers could also have improved this study, but 

we chose to focus on lesions that could be difficult to visualize 

judging from the CT or MRI. Testing the use of external markers 

would also have been relevant, but would be difficult to do in our 

hospital setting, as we did not know which patients have lesions 

that were difficult to delineate by US and required biopsy. It 

would also be necessary with immediate interpretation of the CT 

images and immediate US in order not to move the external 

markers. 

In the fourth study (study IV) the main limitation is naturally 

the lack of clinical testing - we only report one case. 

Perspectives 

When we planned the studies described in this thesis, two com-

mercial US systems with incorporated software for fusion imaging 

were available from Esaote and Hitachi. Now it is also incorpo-

rated in the latest system from GE, and in the future more ven-

dors will probably incorporate such software in their systems. 

We found the method useful for liver lesions but it will 

probably also be of use for areas with poor US overview, i.e. 

abscesses containing air. 

In the future, hopefully triple modality fusion between PET/CT 

and US will be possible, as some lesions are still only visible with 

the application of PET. Due to limited data capacity a PET/CT 

fusion is only possible to see in its entire length on a workstation 

in connection with the scanner. The PET or CT examination can 

currently only be stored separately in DICOM on a CD. It is not 

possible to use the PET part separately due to its lack of anatomi-

cal landmarks for the co-registration with US. If it was possible to 

get an entire PET/CT dataset in the standardized DICOM format, it 

could be loaded into the US system and be used as guidance. The 

advantages of a successful triple modality co-registration be-

tween PET/CT and US could be the detection and biopsy of tu-

mours at an earlier stage and thereby the possibility of earlier 

treatment of several cancer types. In regions where several 

closely related lymph nodes are enlarged but only some are PET-

positive the method will be useful for biopsy guidance of the 

suspect lymph node. Also in tumours with necrotic areas, where 

PET will mark the vital tumour tissue, a representative biopsy 

containing vital tumour will be available using the method.  

Fusion of real-time US images with previously recorded US 

images is possible using the prototype system described in this 

thesis. Unfortunately the testing of it was beyond the scope of 

this thesis. However, fusion of previously recorded US image with 

real-time US images could be useful in the monitoring of treat-

ment in arthritis, in vascular diseases and in lymphomas. It could 

also be useful in the follow-up of paediatric cancers and cancers 

in young patients, because US causes no ionizing, thus having an 

advantage over CT. 

Further studies describing standardized methods for co-

registering the images in different regions are needed in order to 

optimize the co-registration procedure and to gain knowledge on 

which structures can be used in different regions.  

 

CONCLUSION 

We have successfully tested a method for image fusion between 

real-time US and CT or MRI in phantoms and patients where liver 

lesions were suspected. From our phantom studies we concluded 

that the method was accurate, with accuracies comparable to 

those obtained from PET/CT, considering the co-registration of 

the images. The method was also accurate for obtaining biopsy of 

lesions that were only visible on CT or MRI in a phantom. We 

successfully continued our studies in patients, where we were 

able to delineate an increasing number of lesions compared with 

conventional B-mode US and we were able to focus our CEUS by 

means of the method. 

In our opinion, the method is a promising new tool for US-

guided intervention, which will probably gain widespread use in 

the future. 
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